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Abstract: Various theoretical models have postulated nonlinearities in the wealth 

effect on self-employment stemming from start-up costs and/or liquidity 

constraints. Nonlinearity implies that the extent of entrepreneurial activity in an 

economy depends on the distribution of wealth, though in potentially complex 

ways. To test for nonlinearities, we estimate both a non-parametric linear 

probability model and a parametric nonlinear model of the choice to be self-

employed amongst return migrants in Tunisia. Controls for heterogeneity are 

included, and tests are made for selection bias and separability between wealth 

and the controls. The relationship between the probability of starting up a 

business and savings repatriated at return is concave for almost all the range of 

our data, though we find weak evidence of a convex relationship at very low 

wealth levels. Our results indicate that the aggregate self-employment rate is an 

increasing function of aggregate wealth, but a decreasing function of wealth 

inequality.  
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1. Introduction 

Self-employment is an important element of the private economy in developing countries.  

For example, it is estimated that 34% of the nonagricultural labor force of North Africa in 1990 

was self-employed (up from 12% in 1970) (United Nations, 2000).2 The bulk of this self-

employment is found within what is often referred to as the “informal sector” and one of the 

stylized facts about the sector is that entry costs tend to be much lower than for the formal sector 

(Thomas, 1992, Chapter 4).  This is in marked contrast to developed countries where self-

employment is more often part of the dominant formal segment of the economy for which entry 

costs are clearly non-negligible.   

In attempting to understand why some people become self-employed and others do not, a 

number of studies (for both developed and developing countries) have emphasised the 

importance of current wealth.3  Capital market failures have been seen as the most likely reason 

for positive wealth effects on the probability of self-employment. By implication, the level of 

aggregate wealth matters to aggregate self-employment.  But does the distribution of aggregate 

wealth also matter?  This question is of interest as a clue to understanding the diverse 

development paths taken by countries starting at similar average incomes. Banerjee and Newman 

(1993) provide a theoretical model in which wealth inequality influences occupational structure, 

given capital market failures.4     

                                                           
2  Historically, family businesses were also a prominent feature in the early stages of the economic 

development of today’s developed countries (Bhattacharya and Ravikumar, 2001). 
3  See Evans and Jovanovic (1989), Evans and Leighton (1989), Holtz-Eakin, Jouflaian and Rosen 

(1994), Van Praag and Van Ophem (1995), Magnac and Robin (1996), Lindh and Ohlsson (1996), 
Blanchflower and Oswald (1998), Dunn and Holtz-Eakin (2000), Paulson and Townsend (2000). 

4  In a similar vein see Aghion and Bolton (1997). 
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The literature has offered almost no evidence that the distribution of wealth matters to 

employment structure.  In the only exception we know of, Lindh and Ohlsson (1998) argue that 

falling wealth inequality over time in Sweden has attenuated entry into self-employment.  They 

interpret this as the combined effect of borrowing constraints and start-up costs (echoing the 

theoretical model of wealth dynamics in Aghion and Bolton, 1997). By this view, greater wealth 

equality means that fewer potential entrepreneurs are able to finance the required start-up capital.   

This paper tests for nonlinearity in wealth effects on business start-ups in a developing 

economy.  We focus on business starts (rather than business longevity or profitability) because 

this provides a convenient window on aggregate business activity.5  Our theoretical model aims 

to capture the inherent ambiguity in the effect of wealth inequality on self-employment. In 

explaining occupational choice, we follow Evans and Jovanovic (1989), Banerjee and Newman 

(1993) and others in emphasizing the role played by capital market imperfections rather than 

differences in preferences.6  Borrowing constraints entail that the curvature of the own-wealth 

effect on the probability of becoming self-employed depends heavily on the shape of the 

production function. This holds when exogenous borrowing constraints take the common 

(homogeneous linear) form found in the literature following Evans and Jovanovic (1989). We 

also show that the same feature can be obtained with a more general model in which borrowing 

constraints emerge from an endogenous credit limit, given limited commitment.   

                                                           
5  One can conjecture that credit constraints also impede business development and longevity, and 

there is some supportive evidence (Bates, 1990; Levy, 1993; Woodruff and Zenteno, 2001). 
However, we do not know of any evidence that wealth inequality matters to aggregate profitability 
and/or longevity. 

6  Preference-based approaches have instead emphasized differences in attitudes to risk, as in 
Kihlstrom and Laffont (1979) and Kanbur (1979).  
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An implication of our model is that higher wealth inequality reduces the aggregate rate of 

self-employment when start-up costs are small. However, the effect goes in the opposite 

direction with sufficiently high start-up costs — generating non-convexities in the set of 

employment opportunities at low levels of wealth.  Since start-up requirements tend to be smaller 

in developing countries than developed ones, our theoretical model suggests that wealth 

inequality can have opposite effects on employment structure between the two types of countries.   

Motivated by this model, we look for non-linear wealth effects on self-employment using 

micro data on return migrants in a developing country. Our setting and methods differ from past 

work in a number of respects.  Lindh and Ohlsson (1998) used time series data on aggregate self-

employment and the parameters of the distribution of wealth in Sweden, for which they had 16 

observations (spanning 1920-92).  They found a positive correlation between self-employment 

and inequality, which was robust to de-trending the data.  

We use instead micro data on self-employment and individual wealth and we control for 

other individual, family and regional characteristics, in line with the recent literature on 

entrepreneurship and liquidity constraints. A concern about past work is that wealth data 

collected at the date of survey may be endogenous to occupational choices. A few empirical 

studies overcome this problem by studying the transition from wage employment to self-

employment (rather than self-employment per se) and combining this with data on wealth and 

other characteristics at a time prior to this transition (Evans and Jovanovic, 1989, Paulson and 

Townsend, 2000), which are considered exogenous; examples include inheritance or gifts 

(Blanchflower and Oswald,1998, Holtz-Eakin, Jouflaian and Rosen,1994) or windfall gains 

(Lindh and Ohlsson, 1996). Studying return migrants and their wealth at the date of return serves 
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a similar function.7 There is a natural dynamic sequence between the prior wealth accumulation 

of migrants and their occupational choices on return. The fact of being predetermined does not of 

course guarantee exogeneity; possibly some latent propensity for self-employment prompted 

greater wealth accumulation while abroad. However, the sequencing clearly offers a better 

prospect for identifying wealth effects than in regular data sets in which one jointly observes 

wealth and occupational choice.  We are also able to test exogeneity using for identification a 

feature of the history of European migration policy. 

 As our theoretical model makes clear, there is no obvious reason why the wealth effect 

would be linear, or indeed have any specific parametric form.  If there are fixed start-up costs, 

with diminishing returns setting in after, and the liquidity constraint takes the form of a collateral 

requirement for borrowing, then one would expect the effect to be highly nonlinear, at least 

amongst observationally identical people.  A further difference with past work is that we treat the 

wealth effect in a flexible way using a partial linear model, although we test robustness using a 

parametric non-linear probability model.8  Our results show that wealth increases the probability 

of starting up a business, but with diminishing returns over most of the data.  We also offer a test 

for whether other characteristics interact with wealth in the liquidity constraint. 

The following section discusses the partial equilibrium effect of wealth on business start-

ups in general terms, while section 3 outlines our econometric methods. Section 4 describes the 

                                                           
7      We know of a few studies on occupational choices of return migrants in developing countries, which 

found that higher accumulated savings while abroad are associated with higher probabilities of 
entering self-employment relative to wage labor (Mesnard, 1999, 2004; Ilahi, 1999; Dustmann and 
Kirchkamp, 2002). 

8  A few studies allow for non-linearities in the wealth effect on occupational choice using parametric 
estimation methods. For example, Evans and Jovanovic (1989) enter past wealth in a quadratic form 
and find a jointly significant effect of the linear and quadratic terms but wealth squared is not 
individually significant at conventional levels. Paulson and Townsend (2000) find that the coefficient 
on the wealth squared is significant and negative, but very small, for the whole sample and not 
significant for the Northeast and Central region of Thailand. 
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data and gives some descriptive results.  Section 5 presents a test for possible endogeneity 

problems that may cloud the wealth self-employment relationship and shows that exogeneity of 

savings accumulated abroad cannot be rejected. Under such an exogeneity assumption, Section 6 

presents the estimation results for a nonparametric linear probability model of self-employment 

and, in order to assess their robustness, provides results for an alternative parametric nonlinear 

probability specification . Section 7 gives our conclusions.  

 
2. Nonlinear wealth effects on self-employment in theory 

We take the distribution of wealth as given.9  The amount of accumulated savings is iW  

and is bounded below by )0(min ≥W  and above by maxW .  With these savings, person i can 

borrow up to some amount of start-up capital ii WK ≥ .  We initially follow Evans and Jovanovic 

(1989) in assuming that one can borrow up to some fixed multiple of wealth, i.e., 

1/ ≥= kWK ii  for all i       (1) 

The precise form of equation (1) is ad hoc; later we consider a model with an endogenous 

borrowing constraint, though this does not change our main message. 

The output from the new business is )( iKF  where F is smoothly increasing throughout, 

and strictly concave above some capital stock, 0* ≥K . To allow increasing returns at low 

wealth, we assume that F is convex for *KK <  (when 0* >K ). The possibility of start-up costs 

creating a non-convexity in the set of employment opportunities at low wealth will be one of the 

things we shall look for in our empirical work, but for now we leave the form of the production 

function flexible. 

                                                           
9  Mesnard (2001) provides a more general theoretical model of migration with endogenous wealth 

distribution. 
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There is a fixed own-labor requirement subsumed in the function F. The (risk-free) 

opportunity cost of capital is r while for own labor it is iω . The latter is unobserved to us 

(though we will allow for plausible but partial covariates in the empirical work). We treat iω  as a 

random variable with continuous twice-differentiable distribution function Ψ . (Note that iω  also 

includes idiosyncratic differences in output at given capital stock.) 

 If ii rKKF −)(  exceeds iω  then (and only then) will person i become self-employed. The 

probability of becoming self-employed ( iS ) is then given by: 

   ])([)( iiii rKKFWSS −Ψ=≡       (2) 

with slope: 

  ])('[(.)')( rKFkWS ii −Ψ=′        (3) 

This vanishes in the special case in which the worker is not liquidity constrained, and can 

employ as much capital as desired ( rKF i =)(' ).  In the liquidity-constrained case, 0)(' >iWS . 

The aggregate number of new business start-ups in this economy is ∑ )( iWS which will 

depend on the distribution of wealth, ( nWWW ,...,, 21 ).  Consider two distributions A and B, with 

the same mean. From well-known properties of concave functions, if distribution A has higher 

inequality than B — in that A can be obtained from B by a set of mean-preserving transfers in 

which the donor has lower wealth than the recipient — then A will generate a higher (lower) 

aggregate number of new business starts than B if the function S is convex (concave). 

So we need to consider the curvature of S. In the special case in which iω  has a uniform 

distribution ( (.)'Ψ  constant), it is plain that S will have the same curvature as F:  

  )("(.)')(" 2
ii KFkWS Ψ=        (4) 
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If diminishing returns set in from low wealth ( 0* =K ), then S will be concave throughout.  For 

0* >K  we obtain Figure 1, with S convex at low wealth (below kK /* ) and concave above. 

If diminishing returns set in from the outset ( 0* =K ) then higher inequality will 

unambiguously reduce the rate of self-employment. However, the effect is ambiguous for 

0* >K , in that the outcome will depend on exactly how the change in distribution is achieved. 

Inequality amongst those above the point of inflexion in Figure 1 will reduce self-employment; 

inequality amongst those with less than this value will increase it. Small mean-preserving 

redistributions from anyone above the point of inflexion in Figure 1 to anyone below it could 

either increase or decrease the aggregate number of business starts in a fixed population. Nothing 

can be said about redistributions from those above this point to those below it.   

The same basic picture emerges under weaker assumptions, though one can also derive 

more complex forms of nonlinearity, and (hence) more complex forms of distribution 

dependence.  Let us first relax the assumption that access to capital is proportional to current 

wealth.  Instead of (1), assume that )( ii WKK =  where ii WWK ≥)(  with 0)( >′ iWK  for all W 

and a second derivative that can be either positive or negative.  Then:  

    
22

2

)())('(.)("

)]("))('()(")((.)[')("

ii

iiiii

WKrKF

WKrKFKFWKWS

′−Ψ+

−+′Ψ=
   (5) 

It is evident from (5) that the curvature of S is now ambiguous even with 0* =K . There is a 

concave effect coming from diminishing returns ( 0)(")( 2 <′ ii KFWK ).  But there is an effect of 

unknown curvature from the borrowing constraint )())('( ii WKrKF ′′− ) and a third term, also of 

unknown sign, coming from any non-uniformity in the distribution of labor cost.   

 To throw more light on the curvature of the borrowing constraint, let us now see how the 

function )( iWK  can be derived endogenously. We follow Banerjee and Newman (1993) in 
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identifying ii WK −  as the maximum that will be leant to someone with collateral iW , taking 

account of the borrower’s expected gains from default. (The details of our model differ 

somewhat from Banerjee and Newman.)  Defaulters are apprehended with probability 0>λ .  If 

the borrower defaults and is not caught, then we assume that she obtains the full output from the 

enterprise, )( iKF .  However, if she defaults and is caught then the lender confiscates all output.  

So the expected payoff from defaulting is )()1( iKFλ− .  The payoff from not defaulting is the 

output from the enterprise plus the refunded collateral less the loan repayment with interest; so 

the payoff is iii KrWKF )1()( +−+ .  On equating this with the expected payoff from defaulting, 

)( iWK  solves )()1( iii KFKrW λ−+= .  On differentiating w.r.t. iW , it is readily verified that 

1)](1[)( −′−+=′ ii KFrWK λ  (for 0)(' >WK  we require that the default probability is bounded 

above by )(/)1( iKFr ′+ ). Substituting 3)()()( iii WKKFWK ′′′=′′ λ  into (5) we find that: 

     223 )())('(.)(")]1(1)[(")((.)')(" iiiii WKrKFrKFWKWS ′−Ψ+−+′Ψ= λ   (6) 

In the case of a uniform distribution of labor cost, the curvature of the function S is again 

determined by the curvature of the production function.   

To allow a non-uniform distribution of labor cost, suppose that the distribution is 

unimodal.  The density is rising at low wealth ( 0)]())(([" minmin >−Ψ WrKWKF ) and falling at high 

wealth ( 0)]())(([" maxmax <−Ψ WrKWKF ).  This is not sufficient to assure that the curvature of the 

function S is the same as that of the production function, and stronger assumptions are required 

to assure a unique point of inflexion in S.  However, it is evident that the function will again be 

convex at low wealth and concave at high wealth as in Figure 1.  The ambiguity in the 

distribution dependence of aggregate self-employment will remain even if diminishing returns to 

capital set in immediately ( 0* =K , so 0)(" <iKF  for all K in (6)). 
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3. Estimation methods 

To investigate empirically the wealth effect on self-employment we use both non-

parametric and parametric regression methods. In anticipation of our empirical results of section 

5 we shall treat wealth as exogenous to occupational choice.  

The first method we use is a non-parametric regression that requires very little structure 

or statistical assumptions in estimating the wealth effect.  We also allow for heterogeneity in 

non-wealth characteristics as could arise from differences in output at given capital (such as due 

to the availability of family labor to help with the business) or differences in the opportunity cost 

of labor. To make the estimation tractable we assume a linear probability model with linear 

controls.  Our method thus entails estimating partial linear regressions, in which the sub-function 

for the wealth effect is kept completely flexible, through non parametric estimation. 

We write the probability of becoming self-employed as some unknown function of W and 

a linear function of the control variables X: 

iiii XWS νπφ ++= )(   ),...,1( ni =       (7) 

in which the zero-mean innovation error has variance 2
νσ . (We compute robust standard errors to 

allow for possible heteroskedasticity.)  All that we assume about the function φ  is that it is 

smooth and single valued; in particular, its first derivatives are bounded by constants, 

ii WWc ∆∆≥ /)(φ . The function need not be monotonic, or take any parametric form.  

 To estimate equation (7) we draw on the literature on partial linear models following 

Robinson (1988) (as reviewed by Yatchew, 1998).  We order all observations by iW  and take 

differences between the data for successive ranked observations, giving the regression: 

  iiii XWS νπφ ∆+∆+∆=∆ )(        (8) 
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where iX∆  is the difference between the value of X for the i’th observation and that for i-1 when 

ranked in ascending order of W.  Under our assumption about the function φ , the first term on 

the RHS vanishes as n goes to infinity ( 0)]()(plim[ 1 =− −ii WW φφ )10.  So we estimate the 

following parametric regression by least squares:  

  iii XS νπ ∆+∆=∆         (9) 

We then estimate the non-parametric regression: 

   iiii WXS νφπ +=− )(ˆ        (10) 

 Higher-order differencing allows efficiency gains (Yatchew, 1997). We write (9) as: 

  ∑∑∑
=

−
=

−
=

− +=
m

j
jij

m

j
jij

m

j
jij dXdSd

000

)( νπ      (11) 

where 0=∑ jd  (which allows us to drop the non-parametric effect from equation 11) and the 

normalization condition 12 =∑ jd (which assures that the transformed residuals have variance 

2
νσ ).  Hall et al., (1990) provide the optimal weights up to m=10. 

The model in section 2 follows the literature in assuming that start-up capital is solely a 

function of wealth (though we relaxed the assumption that it is a constant proportion of wealth).  

A more general specification allows worker characteristics to influence start-up capital 

independently of wealth. For example, it may be conjectured that better education allows a 

worker to borrow more at given wealth. Individual characteristics might enter either the 

production function or through differences in r. To allow this we consider the model: 

  iiiii XXWS νπγφ +++= )(        (12) 

                                                           
10  We checked that the actual values of W are sufficiently close to each other, so that equation (9) is 

approximately true for “adjacent” observations. 
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To test this against (7) we take a first-order Taylor series expansion of the φ  function: 

  residualXWWXW iiiii +′+=+ γφφγφ )()()(       (13) 

This is of course an approximation. The residual in (13) includes higher-order effects that need 

not be innocuous, though under the null hypothesis none of these effects matter. Indeed, under 

the null hypothesis, all the parameters can be consistently estimated, as if the true model was (7) 

and the estimation proceeds along the line described above (we first estimate π , then  φ , and we 

interact iX   with 'φ  as shown in (13)). Therefore significant interaction effects between the 

controls and the estimates slopes of the φ  function would at least be suggestive of 

misspecification. Our test for separability between W and X is thus to run the regression11: 

iiiiii XWWXS νγφφπ +′=−− )()(ˆ       (14) 

Linearity in the control variables has the well-known shortcoming that there is no guarantee that 

the predicted values for S will be in the [0,1] interval.  We will check if our estimates satisfy this 

condition. However, even if satisfied at all data points, that check is not conclusive since the 

parameter estimates on which it is based will be inconsistent if the underlying probability model 

is miss-specified.  This is of greater concern if the true probabilities are close to the extremes 

where violations of the assumed linearity can be expected to be less negligible.12 To check 

robustness, we employ a second method using a parametric nonlinear probability function.  

 

                                                           
11     However it is worth noting that there are concerns about the statistical power of this procedure, as, 

for example, the residual in equation (13) and therefore in equation (14) would depend on iX  under 

the alternative. 
12  Matzkin (1992) shows how if certain a priori restrictions are placed on the non-parametric 

regression function then consistent estimation is possible under weaker assumptions about the error 
distribution than we have made here. As formulated, our theoretical model does not lend itself to the 
restrictions needed for applying the Matzkin method.  However, it may be possible in future work to 
find economically interesting specializations of our model that facilitate application of this method. 
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4. Data and descriptive statistics 

Our data are from a survey that was done in 1989 by the Tunisians Settled Abroad Office 

in the Foreign Affairs Ministry, with the collaboration of the Arabic League.13  The survey was 

conducted in all geographical areas of Tunisia (both rural and urban areas) covering return 

migrants and the other non migrants Tunisian workers. 

Return migrants are defined as workers who have worked abroad at least once during 

1974-86 and returned to live in Tunisia before the survey date. This group was deliberately over-

sampled. Since we are interested in whether a return migrant enters self-employment we restrict 

the sample to those who had not previously been self-employed prior to their migration. 

 The non-migrant sample suggests a correlation between wealth and self-employment.  

From the survey we can measure the (monetary and in kind) wealth accumulated from 1974 until 

1986. Similarly to the return migrant sample, we dropped from the non-migrant sample the 

workers who were self-employed before 1974. Table 1 shows that the mean wealth of those who 

became self-employed between 1974 and 1986 is 689 dinars, while it is 397 for those who did 

not (to be compared to the GDP per capita which was about 980 dinars in 1986). The difference 

is statistically significant (with a t-test of 2.02).  

 It could be hard to detect credit-constraints in the non-migrant sample.  We know whether 

the respondent was self-employed at the date of interview. And we know wealth accumulation 

up to that date. However, there are clearly serious concerns about the endogeneity of wealth with 

respect to self-employment in the sample of non-migrants (similarly to the concerns about past 

empirical work on the determinants of self-employment, as discussed in the introduction).  

                                                           
13 See Mesnard (1999, pp. 205-211) for a more detailed description of the survey. 
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We focus instead on the sample of return migrants. Returning from a long period 

overseas makes a natural break in work history. Such migrants make a choice as to whether or 

not they will start a new business on returning to the home country. And we can identify how 

much they brought back from their period overseas — hereafter called “savings” — which is 

pre-determined at the time they make their decision about what work to do on return. This group 

is also more homogeneous than the population at large, which should also make it easier to 

detect any relationship between wealth and occupational choice. 

Nonetheless, there are various potential sources of bias to consider. Migrants may not be 

typical of the workforce in the origin country and return migrants can be thought of as a sample 

selected from a complete set of migrants, not all of whom returned. In particular, temporary 

migrants may be selected on their wealth level and abilities to accumulate wealth abroad, if 

migration is a way to overcome liquidity constraints in the origin country, as argued by Mesnard 

(2004). It is plausible that the probability of returning depends positively on accumulated wealth. 

The sample selection process is unknown and we have no data on those who did not return. This 

would also explain why return migrants have accumulated more savings on average than non 

migrants, as shown in Table 1.14 Then the wealth effects we see in the data on return migrants 

also include an unknown selection effect, as well as liquidity constraints. We will address this 

issue in the next section that proposes a test for exogeneity of savings 

Our main sample covers 1050 male returned migrants who reported that they intend to 

stay indefinitely in Tunisia.15  The survey obtained general information about their migration 

                                                           
14  Note that the variable measuring “savings” is not the same across samples since migrants returned 

from migration before the survey. Depending on the life-cycle pattern of saving accumulation, the 
difference between savings accumulated abroad measured for return migrants and savings 
accumulated at the date of survey for non migrants may also underestimate or overestimate the 
difference between savings that would be measured at the same date of survey for the two samples. 

15 We dropped 102 migrants who are temporarily visiting Tunisia for vacation, as well as 12 women. 
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history (number of migrations, dates, locations, return motives, duration, employment) and their 

working and living conditions during their last migration. To identify new business start ups in 

the data we build a dummy variable equal to one if a worker is self-employed after return and 

was not self-employed before migrating and equal to zero otherwise. The new businesses tended 

to be started up quite quickly after return (45% began within two months). There is 

comprehensive information on the assets accumulated during their migration.16  

The survey obtained data on a number of obvious control variables, including age and 

education. Whether one takes up self-employment may also be correlated with where one lives, 

as an influence on proximity to markets. However, endogeneity concerns speak against 

controlling for current location in this context (given that Tunisian workers can in principle 

choose where they return to). Also self-employment rates and amounts of savings brought back 

to Tunisia vary significantly with the country of migration. In particular, migrants returning from 

France or other European countries tend to have accumulated more savings and are more often 

self-employed than migrants returning from Libya or other Arabic countries (for further details 

see Mesnard, 1999). Once again, it is difficult to consider the country of migration as being 

exogenous. We do include controls for place of birth.  

The data give some information on the family structure, which is also likely to play a role 

in the decision to start-up a business after return (through better access to informal sources of 

credit, by providing the return migrants with cheap labour force, or by offering job opportunities 

in family-type enterprises). We use family size to capture these effects. 

                                                           
16  There is also information on pre-return transfers sent by migrants via remittances, which are 

described in detail in Mesnard (1999). However we chose not to use this proxy of wealth since data 
on transfers suffer from obvious miss-reporting and there are many non random missing answers 
(only 83 return migrants give an answer). Also it is not clear which part of these transfers could be 
used as capital to start up a business after return. 
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Table 1 provides summary statistics. Column (1) gives data on the sample of workers 

who had not been self-employed prior to migrating but took up self-employment on return. 

Column (2) gives data on those who continued to be salaried on return. The full sample of return 

migrants is described in Column (3). 

The sub-samples differ in most respects. The most striking difference is that workers who 

take up self-employment after return have accumulated much larger savings (1086 dinars on 

average) when they were abroad than other workers who are salaried after return (442 dinars). 

This is clear when comparing the distributions of savings of the two sub-samples, as represented 

by Figure 2.  

From the data we also find that those who took up self-employment mainly use their own 

capital for investment after return: 87.6% of projects are realized with savings accumulated 

during migration and only 12.4% of migrants received extra funds from special programs 

(Mesnard, 1999). None of them relied on formal bank credit, though some informal credit was 

probably available.17 They explicitly mentioned their difficulties in getting access to credit 

markets when asked about the main obstacles faced in starting up their projects.  

 
5.  Test for the exogeneity of savings 

As a precursor to the main analysis, we first address the aforementioned concern that 

savings might be endogenous.  This could arise from unobserved heterogeneity or more 

structural reasons linked to the simultaneous decisions made by temporary migrants. To test this, 

we replicated the two step Probit estimation method with instrumental variables a la Rivers and 

Vuong (1988) that is presented in detail in Mesnard (2004). 

                                                           
17    These findings echo those reported by Thomas (1992) using data for Lima, Peru. 
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The identification strategy proposed in Mesnard (2004) rests on a distinction between 

migration that occurred before 1974 and that after. This discontinuity in migration history 

determines the different levels of savings brought back to Tunisia by migrants. Migrants did not 

have the same migration opportunities if they migrated before 1974 than after, given very 

different political and economic situations. In particular, European countries closed their borders 

after 1974, which led many Tunisian workers to migrate towards Libya where wages were lower 

than in European countries. And those who still migrated to European countries after 1974 were 

encountering more difficult conditions in the destination labour markets.  

We require two assumptions in using this aspect of migration history for identification 

purposes. First, that there are no important cohort differences in latent entrepreneurial activity 

beyond what the age control picks up; second, that this turning point in migration history at 1974 

was not anticipated by Tunisian workers and that the migration date is exogenous. This is 

consistent with our data showing that Tunisian workers of our sample tend to migrate at the 

beginning of their working life.18 The results of the instrumented regressions presented in Table 

2 confirm that the chosen identifying instrument determines significantly and strongly the 

savings accumulated abroad by temporary migrants, as can be seen from the coefficient for 

“having migrated before 74.”   

Based on the above, we found that exogeneity of savings is not rejected by our test: the 

residual of the instrumented regressor for savings is not significant at conventional levels when 

added to the control variables in the main regression as shown in Table 3.  

                                                           
18     Note that we could not use either the country of migration itself, migration duration, wages in foreign 

country or activity abroad as identifying instruments, and could not find any additional instruments, 
which would have allowed us to test for over-identifying restrictions. All such variables based on the 
migration history of migrants are most likely to be endogenous. 
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On this basis we decided to treat migrants’ savings accumulated abroad as exogeneous to 

their decision to take up self-employment or not on their return.   

 
6. Results for the nonparametric linear probability model 

We can now study the non-linearities in the wealth effect on self-employment using the 

partial linear non parametric method presented in section 3 under the exogeneity assumption 

discussed in the previous section. Table 4 gives the estimated parameters on the control 

variables.19  

The control variables are jointly significant, though only a few variables are individually 

significant. We find that married respondents were less likely to start a new business.  Those 

born in the Center-East of Tunisia were more likely to do so: individual enterprises have 

flourished in the Center-East region around Sousse, whose inhabitants are relatively mobile and 

have created networks with migrants working in France, Italy or Germany. 

In testing separability between wealth and the controls, we could not reject the null 

hypothesis that 0=γ  (equation 14); indeed, for return migrants, the extra variables were only 

significant at the 73% level. In sum, individual characteristics do not appear to interact with 

wealth in the liquidity constraint.  

Figure 3(a) gives the nonparametric regression of iii XS π̂− on wealth, with its 95% 

confidence interval. We use the local regression method of Cleveland (1979).20 The relationship 

                                                           
19  We dropped one outlier (the richest individual) from the sample of return migrants. Furthermore, 

although in the main analysis we set m=10 for the distributed lag, we also performed a sensitivity 
analysis with respect to different choices of this parameter finding no main changes. 

20  This is often referred to as LOWESS (Locally Weighted Scatter Plot Smoothing) (Härdle, 1990, 
p.192). Deaton (1997) discusses the advantages of this method, and the closely related method 
proposed by Fan (1992), over kernel regression. We used two LOWESS programs as a cross-check 
(namely those in STATA and SAS; the latter gives confidence intervals directly). The results were 
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is increasing and at least weakly concave over the whole range of the data. When we calculate 

the predicted probabilities we find that almost all (94%) of the sample is within the (0,1) interval; 

6% of the predicted probabilities are negative, and none are above one.  This is consistent with 

the assumed probability model, but is not a conclusive test (as noted in section 3).  We will also 

test robustness in relation to a (parametric) nonlinear probability model below.  

We also estimated non parametrically the bivariate relationship without controls, using 

straightforward LOWESS regression methods, as shown in Figure 3(b). We find the same 

concave relationship over the whole range of data. Adding control variables attenuates slightly 

the slope.  

For comparison, we also performed the same estimations using the sample of non 

migrants, for which savings are not measured before the occupation is chosen. The results were 

very similar.21 Again there was a concave effect of accumulated savings on the probability to 

start up a business. The other controls do not appear to interact with wealth in the liquidity 

constraint (in the separability test, the extra variables were only significant at the 69% level), as 

shown in Table 4.  

We also estimated these regressions without restricting the sample to those who had not 

been self-employed prior to migrating and we tried dropping the extreme values for the richest 

individuals, keeping the 99% poorest individuals in the sample. In addition we experimented 

with different bandwidths.  The results remained very similar.  

                                                                                                                                                                                           
very similar. We set the smoothing parameter to 0.8 with a linear local regressions; results were very 
similar for a 0.9 smoothing parameter and a quadratic local regression function. 

21    The results on the control variables for the sample of non migrants are presented in Table 4. We do 
not present the graphs of the wealth self-employment relationship since they are very similar to 
Figures 3(a) and 3(b). 
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In order to get a more accurate idea of the relationship for the lower bound of the wealth 

distribution where there is a concentration of our sample, we re-estimated the relationship 

keeping the 95% poorest individuals (hence dropping individuals with savings higher than 2000 

dinars). Results with the control variables are presented in Figure 4(a) and in Figure 4(b) without 

controls. We now find some weak evidence of a convex relationship at very low wealth levels, 

although we cannot reject the concavity of the relationship at the 5% level. Subsequently the 

curve becomes concave for almost all the range of the data. These results suggest the existence 

of liquidity constraints but that diminishing returns set in quickly.   

We find fewer significant non-wealth characteristics than in some past empirical work on 

the determinants of self-employment.22 We conjecture that this is either because our sample is 

more homogeneous or because the significant controls in past work reflected the endogeneity of 

the wealth variable or miss-specification due to failure to allow for nonlinearity in the wealth 

effect.  

One difference with past work is our use of the nonparametric partial linear model.  As 

noted in Section 3, this has the limitation that it restricts us to a linear probability model. To test 

robustness, we also estimated probits with the wealth variable entering as a polynomial function 

up to degree six and the same linear controls as Table 4.  (Note that the functional form outlined 

in Figure 4 can be suitably approximated by a polynomial of some order.) We found that wealth 

entered as a cubic function and the same variables were significant at the 5% level, as reported in 

column (1) of Table 5. However, this is not a robust feature of the parametric model.  In 

particular, we found that the cubic term in wealth was sensitive to deleting extreme values. When 

                                                           
22  We also tested for the joint significance of age and age squared, as well as for the education 

variables, which were rejected at high test levels. 
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we dropped the highest 1% or highest 5% of the sample in terms of savings, the function became 

strictly concave over the range of the data and the same variables were significant at 

conventional levels, as shown in column (3) in Table 5 and column (1) in Table 6. This reversal 

does not occur in the nonparametric regression. For the non-migrant sample, the parametric 

method gives very similar results to Table 4, as shown in column (2).   

In the same parametric specification, we also checked for the specification of the liquidity 

constraint by testing the joint significance of the interacted terms of the control variables with the 

wealth variable. The interaction effects were jointly insignificant at the 5% level. This helps 

address our worry that the nonparametric test of the specification for the liquidity constraint may 

suffer from power problems. 

It is also possible that wealth is picking up ability differences correlated with wealth, 

which would cloud the relationship between startup wealth and self-employment. Although we 

have controlled for some obvious ability correlates, such as education, these measures do not 

distinguish entrepreneurial ability from ability in the labor market. As a robustness check, we 

added several additional control variables that are likely to be correlated with the unobserved 

entrepreneurial abilities of workers, namely whether the migrant acquired a qualification abroad, 

whether he had a skill before migrating and whether he was unemployed before migrating.  We 

recognize that these additional controls are likely to be endogenous to occupational choice at 

return.  However, they do at least allow us to offer a partial test of the robustness of our main 

results to omitted ability attributes.  The results are in Table 6. As shown in column (2), the 

effects outlined above are remarkably robust to adding the extra control variables. We find that 

having acquired a skill abroad increases significantly the probability of becoming self-employed 

after returning.  We also tried adding the duration of unemployment upon return (see in column 
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3), which might also pick some heterogeneity in abilities of return migrants.  We found a 

significant negative correlation between unemployment duration at return and self-employment; 

again there are concerns about possible endogeneity. Nonetheless, our key results are quite 

robust to these tests.   

A further concern is that since all return migrants did not return in 1989, the wealth effect 

might be picking up a time effect, in that entry into self-employment could depend also on how 

long the migrant had been in Tunisia. We added to the control variables the duration of time 

spent in Tunisia since return, but found no significant effect, as shown in column (4). Other 

results are very similar as in Table 5.23   

It might also be argued that workers returning from different countries have different 

abilities, to the extent that the difficulties in migrating to European countries are greater than for 

Libya (the main destination country chosen by 77% of the sample) and workers may choose their 

migration destination depending on unobservable characteristics.  Another justification is that 

migration costs are likely to be different and workers choosing to migrate to European countries 

may have a greater family wealth, which may cloud the relationship between startup wealth and 

self-employment.  

To try to capture these unobservable sources of heterogeneity we tested robustness to 

including the migration country among the explanatory variables, trying several specifications as 

shown in Table 7. Again we have to keep in mind that there are endogeneity concerns about 

these extra controls (which is why we did not include these variables in our main results). We 

also estimated the relationship separately for the migrants returning from European countries 

versus Libya. Unfortunately we do not have enough observations to convincingly estimate the 

                                                           
23  Note that the age at return becomes significant when adding the duration since return, which could 

simply pick up the effect of the duration spent abroad. 
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model with the 174 workers returning from European countries. Hence we only present the 

results in columns (3) and (4) in Table 6 for workers returning from Libya.24  As we can see in 

columns (2) and (3) the effect of accumulated savings is very similar to our main results reported 

above and the same control variables are significant. On dropping the 12 richest individuals (by 

keeping the workers with savings less than 2000 dinars) we found once again a very significant 

quadratic wealth effect, as can be seen in column (4).25 

Our empirical results are consistent with a special case of our theoretical model in section 

2. The special case assumes that labor cost is uniformly distributed, that there are diminishing 

returns to capital, and that capital is constrained by initial wealth. We cannot rule out other 

possible interpretations of our empirical results, though none appears more plausible than this 

special case of the model in section 2. For example, it is possible that wealth is picking up 

differences in aversion to risk, although none of the return migrants surveyed in Tunisia 

mentioned related problems when they report the main obstacles faced in starting up their 

projects and it would seem hard to explain how this could yield the non linearity that we find. 

Amongst the variables we have in our data set, wealth appears to be of over-riding importance as 

to whether or not a return migrant starts a new business, and the shape of the relationship is 

suggestive of the joint effect of borrowing constraints and diminishing marginal product of 

capital. 

Our results suggest further that higher wealth inequality, at least amongst individuals 

above a critical level of wealth, reduces the rate of self-employment.  To interpret our results, we 

                                                           
24  Note that the sample becomes too small to use semi parametric approaches.   
25  Keeping these extreme values in our sample the quadratic term is still significant, but with 

confidence level lower than 8% as shown in column (3). 
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can measure the contribution of wealth inequality to the average rate of business startups 

amongst return migrants in Tunisia. This is given by:  
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which is positive (negative) for φ  concave (convex) and a priori ambiguous if φ  is S shaped. 

Using the empirical non-parametric regression function, the value of ∆ is 6.2% points. With 

complete equalization of wealth, the predicted rate of new business startups at mean values of the 

controls is 27.2%, as compared to a predicted mean on the same sample of 21%. This must be 

judged a modest impact given the extent of wealth equalization required 

It should be emphasized that this exercise is not a policy simulation of the effect of 

wealth redistribution on the rate of business startups.  We prefer to interpret ∆  as a measure of 

the extent of the concavity in the empirical wealth effect rather than a policy simulation, which 

would need to also take account of any incentive effects.  One cannot presume that such costs 

would be positive; for similar reasons to why lack of wealth constrains the ability to start a new 

enterprise, it may well affect its productivity (McKenzie and Woodruff, 2004).  General 

equilibrium effects would also be relevant to a full assessment of the policy implications.  A 

complete assessment of the effect of wealth redistribution on the aggregate rate of new business 

activity would require embedding the partial equilibrium relationship we have studied here into a 

dynamic general equilibrium model, which is beyond the scope of this paper.   In such a model, 

wages in the labor market would be determined simultaneously with the occupational structure 

of the economy.  Possibly, large flows of return migrants investing their savings in small 

enterprises in their country of origin would have long-run effects on wealth distribution and 

occupational structure in an economy with imperfect credit markets; further analysis of these 

issues can be found in Mesnard (2001). 
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Our results stand in contrast to those reported in Lindh and Ohlsson (1998), who 

concluded that lower wealth inequality in Sweden has reduced the rate of self-employment. 

There are a number of differences in data and methods.26  It is difficult to speculate how these 

differences would affect the results. However, we can also remark that there is a seemingly 

plausible way of reconciling the two studies by noting that start-up capital requirements are 

likely to be considerably larger in Sweden than Tunisia.   

 
7. Conclusions 

We have tested for nonlinearity in the wealth effect on new business start-ups in a 

developing country.  The existence of nonlinearity is often assumed in theoretical work linking 

aggregate economic activity to the distribution of wealth.  In our theoretical model of the 

relationship between entrepreneurship and wealth, the distribution-dependence of the level of 

self-employment in the economy is potentially complex. On the one hand, diminishing returns to 

capital will tend to mean that greater wealth inequality yields a lower number of business start-

ups at any given mean wealth in the economy. On the other hand, non-convexities in 

employment opportunities at low levels of wealth will tend to mean that inequality is good for 

aggregate business activity.  

The outcome is an empirical question.  In attempting to answer that question, we have 

focused mainly on return migrants in Tunisia who have brought back diverse amounts of 

accumulated savings from their period abroad, and can be expected to be contemplating whether 

to take up self-employment on returning to their home country.  We have argued that 

                                                           
26  Most notably, we have used micro data for a specific population group and, hence, controlled for a 

bunch of individual, family and geographic determinants while Lindh and Ohlsson used aggregate 
time series data and do not control for other possible determinants of the long-run evolution of 
employment structure of the economy. 
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accumulated savings while abroad can be treated as exogenous to the probability of starting a 

new business on return, and have provided an exogeneity test to support this assumption, 

exploiting an aspect of European migration history for identification.   

Our results are consistent with the joint effect of borrowing constraints and diminishing 

returns to capital. The wealth effect is positive and at least weakly concave over the upper range 

of the data. Non parametric methods show weak evidence of non-convexity at very low wealth 

levels that could suggest the existence of a low but positive start-up costs for the projects realized 

by return migrants in Tunisia, although the concavity of the relationship cannot be rejected at a 

conventional confidence level. This is confirmed while using different parametric specifications 

that outline a quadratic wealth effect once we drop the richest individuals of our sample. 

The estimated concave relationship we find suggests that wealth inequality reduces the 

aggregate level of business start-ups. Using our estimates to simulate the contribution of wealth 

inequality, our results imply that the higher the initial inequality, the lower the overall rate of 

own-business start-ups. The quantitative magnitude of the inequality effect seems small. Even in 

the extreme case of full equalization of wealth at a given mean, the rate of new business startups 

amongst return migrants would rise from 21% to only 27%.  These calculations are at best 

suggestive. They are not policy simulations, since they do not take account of any incentive costs 

of redistribution or the general equilibrium effects, which would probably reduce the impact of 

feasible wealth redistribution on the rate of new business activity.   
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Figure 1: Theoretical relationship between business start-ups and wealth 
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Figure 2: Densities of savings  
(a) Big sample (one outlier dropped) 
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 (b) Small sample (savings smaller than 2000 dinars) 
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 Figure 3: LOWESS regression of business starts on initial savings with and without 
controls (including 95% confidence intervals); sample of return migrants. 

(a) With controls; dependent variable is: π̂ii XS − =φ(Wi) 
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(b) Without controls, dependent variable is Si 
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Figure 4: Non-convexity at low wealth 
(the 95% poorest individuals in the sample)  

                 
(a) With controls, dependent variable is: π̂ii XS − =φ(Wi) 

 
 

(b) Without controls, dependent variable is Si 
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics of the two samples 
 

Non migrants 
not self-employed 
in 1974 

      (1) 
Took up self-
employment 
between 1974 and 
1986 (n=107) 

    (2) 
Did not take up  
self-employment  
(n=499) 

Full sample 
(n=606) 

Age in 1986 37.23  (15.66) 38.15  (14.49) 37.99  (14.69) 
No education (%) 29 35.1 34 
Primary school (%) 52.3 31.5* 35.1 
Short secondary school (%) 5.6 6.8 6.6 
Long secondary school (%) 13.1 26.6* 24.3 
Number of dependents  3.72  (3.46) 3.94 (3.18) 3.9  (3.23) 
Married (%) 70.1 72.3 71.9 
Born in area of Tunis (%) 3.8 7 6.5 
Born in Center East (%) 19.8 18.3 18.5 
Born in Center West (%) 2  22.6 20.7 21 
Born in Southern East (%)   28.3 20.3 21.7 
Born in Southern West (%) 7.6 12.2 11.4 
Born in Northern East (%) 4.7 9 8.3 
Born in Northern West (%) 13.2 12.5 12.6 
Savings accumulated  
during 1974-1986 
(1 dinar in 1986 = $US1.6) 

689.04 
(1464.92) 

396.57* 
(652.40) 

448.21 
(859.53) 

*significantly different from the mean in column (1), t-test. Standard errors in parenthesis 
 

 Return migrants not self-
employed before migration       (1) 

Took up self-
employment on 
return(n=210) 

    (2) 
Did not take up 
self-employment 
(n=840) 

     
Full sample 
 
 
(n=1050) 

Age in 1986 38.92        (10.92) 36.75*   (11.07) 37.18    (11.07) 
Age at return 34.87        (10.60) 32.44*   (10.66) 32.93    (10.69) 
no education (%) 36.4 33.3 33.9 
Primary school (%) 46.4 50.2 49.5 
Short secondary school (%) 4.3 4.7 4.6 
Long secondary school (%) 12.9 11.8 12 
Number of dependents  5.0            (2.94) 4.55     (2.93) 4.64    (2.93) 
Married (%) 81.4 80 80.3 
Born in area of Tunis (%) 5.3 4.9 5 
Born in Center East (%) 23.3 18.6 19.5 
Born in Center West (%) 2  21 24 23.4 
Born in Southern East (%)   15.7 23.1* 21.6 
Born in Southern West (%) 10 10.6 10.5 
Born in Northern East (%) 7.6 6.1 6.4 
Born in Northern West (%) 17.1 12.7 13.6 
Savings accumulated abroad  
(1 dinar in 1986 = $US1.6) 

1086.2 
(1539.13) 

442.35* 
(951.77) 

580.52 
(1134.70) 

* significantly different from the mean in column (1), t-test. Standard errors in parenthesis 
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Table 2: First-stage regressions for accumulated savings while abroad 
 
Instruments Determinants of 

savings 
age at return 27.89** 

(2.94) 
square of age -0.26** 

(-2.36) 
no education  -169.6** 

(-3.12) 
long sec. school level  382.2** 

(3.96) 
more than long secondary 237.7** 

(3.75) 
number of dependents -8.95 

(-1.03) 
Married  21.08 

(0.33) 
born in area of Tunis  120.85 

(1.14) 
born in Center East  -29.47 

(-0.39) 
born in Center West 74.08 

(1.05) 
born in Northern East  43.57 

(0.45) 
born in Northern West 174.7* 

(2.19) 
born in South East  -2.28 

(-0.03) 
having migrated before 74 450.8** 

(8.89) 
constant -218.37 

(-1.21) 
Adjusted R squared 0.1534 
 
Number of observations: 887; t ratios in parenthesis; * significant at 5% level.  **significant at 1%level 
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Table 3: Probit for probability of starting a business after return  
and exogeneity test  
 
 dF/dx z-stat. 
Savings 0.00016** 7.72 
age at return 0.0121 1.73 
square of age -0.0001 -1.37 
no education 0.0106 0.28 
short secondary school -0.0783 -1.27 
long secondary school -0.0365 -0.87 
Married -0.1199** -2.37 
number of dependents 0.0083 1.40 
born in Center East 0.1105* 2.00 
born in Center West -0.0093 -0.19 
born in Northern East 0.0096 0.14 
born in Northern West 0.0156 0.28 
born in South East -0.0556 -1.14 
born in area of Tunis -0.0234 -0.33 
Log likelihood -405.8809  
observed frequency 0.206  
predicted frequency at mean var. 0.186  
number of observations 887  
Exogeneity test:ψ 
residuals of 

savings 

coefficients: 
 
-0.0004 

z-stat : 
 

-1.49 
   
Log likelihood : -404.7774  
 
Notes: *significant at 5% level; ** significant at 1% level; 1% richest individuals dropped out of 
the sample; dF/dx gives the effect of a small change in each continuous independent variable. 
For dummy variables it is equal to the discrete change in probability when the dummy variable changes 
from 0 to 1.  ψ  coefficient associated to the residuals of the instrumented regression for savings imbedded 
into the main regression (other coefficients associated to the other explanatory variables are not reported).
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Table 4: Parameters on control variables in explaining the probability 
of starting a business for the two samples 
 
 Non  

Migrants 
Return 

migrants 
age in 1986 -.0164  
 (-1.59)  
age in 1986 squared 0.0002  
 (1.70)  
age at return  0.011 
  (1.84) 
age squared  -0.0001 
  (-1.54) 
no education -0.083 0.053 
 (-1.46) (1.2) 
short secondary school -0.068 -0.103 
 (-0.90) (-1.68) 
long secondary school -0.177** -0.021 
 (-3.8) (-0.43) 
Married 0.017 -0.133** 
 (0.28) (-2.96) 
Number of dependents -0.006 0.003 
 (-0.82) (0.40) 
born in Center East 0.154** 0.107* 
 (2.53)  (1.88) 
born in Center West 0.102 -0.009 
 (1.82) (-0.18) 
born in Northern East -0.007 -0.003 
 (-0.1) (-0.05) 
born in Northern West 0.12 0.013 
 (1.9) (0.22) 
born in South East 0.144** -0.067 
 (2.5) (-1.28) 
born in area of Tunis 0.003 -0.07 
 (0.04) (-0.94) 
Constant 0.002 0.002 
 (0.09) (0.13) 

 
Observations 463 695 
R-squared 0.0708 0.0443 
Tests of 0=γ  F(13,541)=0.78 F(13,865)= 

0.73 
 P-value=0.69 P-value=0.73  
Note: Robust t-ratios in parentheses. Non migrants : 3% richest individuals are dropped from the 
sample. Return migrants : one outlier (savings=20550) is dropped from the sample. * denotes 
significant at 5% level; ** significant at 1% level. 
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Table 5: Probits for probability of starting a business 
 
 Return migrants 

(one outlier dropped from 
the sample) 

(1) 

Non- 
Migrants 

 
(2) 

 

Return migrants 
(1% richest individuals 

dropped from the sample) 
(3) 

 

 dF/dx z-stat. dF/dx z-stat. dF/dx z-stat. 
savingsα 0.0004** 6.24 0.0008** 3.58 0.0004** 7.13 
savings squared -1.13e-07** -3.53 -1.09e-06** -3.08 -7.04e-08** -4.40 
savings cubic  9.80e-12**       2.68 3.90e-10** 2.73   
age at the date of survey    -0.0107 -1.42   
age (date survey) squared   0.0001 1.42   
age at return 0.0115 1.67   0.0115 1.69 
age at return squared -0.0001 -1.34   -0.0001 -1.38 
no education 0.0143 0.38 -0.0874* -2.08 0.013 0.35 
short secondary school -0.0914 -1.55 -0.076 -1.46 -0.068 -1.13 
long secondary school -0.042 -1 -0.1463** -4.19 -0.041 -1.00 
Married -0.1278** -2.48 0.0071 0.15 -0.1247** -2.47 
number of dependents 0.008 1.34 -0.0037 -0.56 0.008 1.35 
born in Center East 0.1315** 2.3 0.145* 2.08 0.1332** 2.36 
born in Center West -0.0079 -0.16 0.1077 1.65 -0.0001 -0.00 
born in Northern East 0.0131 0.19 0.0189 -0.26 0.0156 0.23 
born in Northern West 0.0321 0.56 0.1476 1.93 0.032 0.57 
born in South East -0.0509 -1.02 0.1587** 2.36 -0.048 -0.98 
born in area of Tunis -0.033 -0.46 0.0273 0.32 -0.0314 -0.45 
Log likelihood -398.6894  -234.7732  -395.7985  
Observed frequency 0.2123  0.1672  0.2063  
Predicted frequency at mean 
var. 

0.1852  0.1447  0.1782  

number of observations 895  574  887  
 
Notes: *significant at 5% level; ** significant at 1% level ; model estimated between 1974 and 1986 for 
non migrants (3% richest individuals dropped out of the sample) and after return for return migrants. 
dF/dx gives the effect of a small change in each continuous independent variable. For dummy variables it 
is equal to the discrete change in probability when the dummy variable changes from 0 to 1. α 

accumulated savings during 1974-1986 for non migrants; accumulated savings abroad for return migrants.  
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Table 6: Probit for probability of starting a business after return 
 
Marginal effects: 
dF/dx 

(1)  
95% 
poorest 
individuals 

(2) (3) (4) 

Savings 0.0005 0.0002 0.0003 0.0002 
 (5.61)** (6.24)** (7.91)** (7.36)** 
savings squared -0.0002 -1.15e-08 -2.13e-08 -1.63e-08 
 (3.36)** (2.07)* (4.65)** (3.80)** 
age at return 0.0108 0.006 0.019 0.013 
 (1.66) (0.84) (2.23)* (1.81) 
age squared -0.0001 -0.00004 -0.0002 -0.0001 
 (1.36) (0.46) (1.69) (1.45) 
no education 0.0104 0.042 -0.018 0.006 
 (0.29) (1.05) (0.42) (0.15) 
short secondary  -0.0702 -0.129 -0.130 -0.067 
 (1.16) (1.86) (1.89) (1.04) 
long secondary  -0.0520 -0.055 -0.046 -0.033 
 (1.29) (1.14) (0.95) (0.75) 
born Center-east 0.1451 0.191 0.099 0.141 
 (2.59)** (2.92)** (1.56) (2.41)* 
born Center-west 0.0067 -0.016 -0.058 -0.006 
 (0.14) (0.31) (1.08) (0.12) 
born Northeast 0.0004 -0.017 -0.063 -0.028 
 (0.01) (0.23) (0.84) (0.38) 
born Northwest 0.0421 0.009 -0.035 0.015 
 (0.62) (0.13) (0.50) (0.22) 
born Southeast 0.0206 0.033 0.017 0.034 
 (0.37) (0.54) (0.26) (0.57) 
born Tunis area -0.0263 -0.026 -0.083 -0.033 
 (0.54) (0.48) (1.52) (0.62) 
married -0.1201 -0.138 -0.182 -0.139 
 (2.40)* (2.39)* (3.02)** (2.51)* 
No. dependents 0.0099 0.011 0.010 0.009 
 (1.74) (1.63) (1.41) (1.48) 
skilled pre-migration  0.051   
  (1.61)   
skilled post return  0.114   
  (2.06)*   
unemployed pre 
migration 

 -0.004 
(0.11) 

  

duration since return    0.004 
    (0.97) 
unemployment 
duration at return 

  -0.007 
(3.04)** 

 

Observations 854 742 754 863 
Notes : Absolute value of z statistics in parentheses. * significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%  
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Table 7: Controlling for heterogeneity correlated to migration country 
  

Marginal effects : 
dF/dx 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

 Adding controls 
for migration 
country 

Adding control 
for Libya 

Migrants from 
Libya only 

Migrants from Libya 
only; savings <2000 
dinars 

Savings 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 
 (6.63)** (6.79)** (4.71)** (4.64)** 
Savings squared -1.48e-08 -1.49e-08 -3.95e-08 -1.85e-07 
 (3.54)** (3.57)** (1.78) (2.78)** 
age at return 0.014 0.012 0.012 0.010 
 (1.95) (1.78) (1.24) (1.05) 
age squared -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 
 (1.67) (1.49) (1.04) (0.88) 
no education 0.014 0.016 0.018 0.018 
 (0.38) (0.43) (0.46) (0.48) 
short secondary  -0.096 -0.094 -0.103 -0.098 
 (1.62) (1.57) (1.59) (1.60) 
long secondary  -0.036 -0.045 0.001 -0.008 
 (0.85) (1.09) (0.02) (0.17) 
born Center-east 0.134 0.127 0.213 0.204 
 (2.34)* (2.24)* (3.27)** (3.23)** 
born Center-west -0.004 -0.011 0.013 0.005 
 (0.09) (0.22) (0.24) (0.10) 
born Northeast -0.036 -0.038 0.007 0.015 
 (0.51) (0.53) (0.08) (0.18) 
born Northwest 0.006 0.005 0.084 0.100 
 (0.09) (0.08) (1.03) (1.23) 
born Southeast 0.020 0.016 0.042 0.021 
 (0.36) (0.28) (0.65) (0.34) 
born Tunis area -0.046 -0.051 0.010 0.006 
 (0.92) (1.01) (0.17) (0.12) 
Married -0.144 -0.130 -0.131 -0.122 
 (2.77)** (2.53)* (2.47)* (2.35)* 
No. dependents 0.008 0.008 0.005 0.004 
 (1.28) (1.31) (0.74) (0.76) 
France 0.197    
 (2.16)*    
Libya 0.056 -0.088   
 (0.80) (2.52)*   
Europe 0.220    
 (1.74)    
Observations 895 895 684 672 
Notes: Absolute value of z statistics in parentheses; * significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%;  
in column (1) the missing category for countries of migration is other Arabic countries  
 


